Terms of Warranty
Conti+ faucets, resp. all our faucets, are manufactured with largest attention and checked in detail before
leaving the factory. The Aquis Systems AG guarantees for its - products for a period of 24 months, in
accordance with following conditions.
1.

The guarantee period begins at the date of purchase. A purchase voucher must be submitted.

2.

Within the guarantee period malfunctions, which are based demonstrably on damage in
material or processing, will be eliminated free of charge. Watertec India decides whether parts
are replaced or repaired. Exchanged parts or faucets change into our property.

3.
-

The warranty does not extend to the following damages:
caused by inappropriate handling,
unsatisfactory maintenance, missing or defective dirt filters,
damages caused by the buyer or third persons,
defects, are caused by outside circumstances, which are on impairment of serviceability

Normal wear, wearing parts, batteries, adjustments and not correctly executed line-ups do not fall in the
context of the warranty.
4.

Works on our products within the warranty period will exclusively be made by the official customer service or persons authorized by Watertec India resp. Conti. Warranty is cancelled, if
unauthorized persons are involved or not original parts are used.

5.

The warranty term is not extended by guaranteeings.

6.

The warranty for exchanged sections ends with the warranty term of the iqua faucet.

7.

For assertion of guarantee the document of purchase must be submitted to the customer
service or enclosed to the defective faucet

8.

Other requirements of each type, in particular on compensation and damages are impossible,
as far as our adhesion is not mandatory justified by laws.

9.

Transport risks, which are caused by dispatch of the faucet, carries till it reaches the
dealer/branch.
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